


Background

Deep Learning usually requires large amounts of manually labeled groundtruth data for successful 
learning. The bigger the networks become, the more data is typically required. Medical Image 
Analysis often requires processing of 3D data (such as MRI or CT). The networks become 
inherently bigger than 2D networks. Unfortunately, the medical image domain is one of the most 
work and cost  consuming fields when it comes to labelling new data. This is due to the fact, that 
the data  itself is already quite large and complex, but also that the annotation can only be done 
by medical experts.

This results in data coming in gradually and improving over time. The annotating experts can 
benefit largely from only partially trained models to just correct their predictions. These corrected 
predictions can then be used to further train the networks. This is called active or livelong 
learning.

For the most efficient training schemes it is important, which training sample to label and how to 
continue training.


Tasks

• Developing active learning methods for medical image analysis

• Implementation of the developed algorithms

• Validation of different datasets.


Your Profile

• Experience in Programming (preferably Python)

• Strong statistical background

• Prior experience with deep learning is a plus

• Prior experience with medical images is a plus


Our Offer

We offer a thesis in a rapidly evolving and relevant research area. Our institute employs the most 
moderns IT-Infrastructure (including our own GPU-Cluster for deep learning only). 

During the thesis you will familiarize yourself with the characteristics and challenges of 3D medical 
data as well as with deep and active learning for medical data.
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